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A detailed study of the trimethylsilylethynyl moiety, -C≡CSiMe3 (TMSE), as an anchoring group in metal|molecule|metal
junctions using a combination of experiment and density functional theory is presented. It is shown that the TMSE
anchoring group provides improved control over the molecule-substrate arrangement within metal|molecule|metal junctions, with the steric bulk of the methyl groups limiting the number of highly transmissive binding sites at the electrode
surface, resulting in a single sharp peak in the conductance histograms recorded by both the in-situ break junction and I(s)
STM techniques. As a consequence of the low accessibility of the TMSE group to surface binding configurations of
measurable conductance, only about 10 % of gold break junction formation cycles result in the clear formation of
molecular junctions in the experimental histograms. The DFT-computed transmission characteristics of junctions formed
from the TMSE-contacted oligo(phenylene)ethynylene (OPE)-based molecules described here are dominated by tunneling
effects through the highest-occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs). This gives rise to similar conductance characteristics in
these TMSE-contacted systems as found in low conductance-type junctions based on comparably structured OPEderivatives with amine-contacts that also conduct through HOMO-based channels.
1-8

Introduction
Interest and progress in single-molecule electronics has surged over
recent years as advances in synthetic chemistry, scanning probe
microscopy and nanofabricated test platforms have made single
molecule measurements not only possible, but relatively routinely
available, whilst advances in quantum chemical codes and
computing power permit more detailed analysis and modelling of
results. However, the large variability in the conductance profiles of

individual junctions necessitates not only substantial effort to
obtain statistically significant data sets but also gives rise to more
than one discrete value of the conductance of any given moleculecontacting group-electrode combination. These variations arise not
only from the simplest conceptual models of how the molecule is
9
physically or chemically bonded to the electrode surface, but also
because even ‘atomically flat’ electrode surfaces feature a variety of
arrangements of atoms, including atomic reconstructions in the
presence of strongly binding molecules and inherent defects.
1-3, 10
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For example, both for α,ω-alkanedithiols
and for conjugated
4
molecule bridges containing thiol (or thiolate) anchoring groups,
rather than a unique value for the single molecule conductance in
11
metal molecule junctions, three (or more ) single molecule
conductance values are evident. These have been termed (albeit
arbitrarily) low (L) or A-type; medium (M) or B-type; and high (H) or
C-type conductance groups. These conductance groups have been
attributed to differing contact morphologies between the
1, 3, 10
contacting groups and the gold electrode(s).
Multiple single
molecule conductance values for metal|molecule|metal junctions
have also been reported for other molecular systems contacted
5, 6
through a variety of other functional groups. In the case of the
three conductance groups attributed to α,ω-alkanedithiols
contacting gold, the higher conductance (M and H) groups show
predominance on stepped or rough surfaces, whereas the lower
3
conductance (L) groups are more evident on flat surface regions.
Consistent with the notion that increased surface roughness
promotes formation of higher-conductance junctions, in general,
the higher conductance groups are more easily observed in the in
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Of the various demonstrated and potential binding groups to be
explored, trimethylsilylethynyl (TMSE), -C≡CSiMe3, has begun to
emerge as an interesting candidate for molecule-gold contacts.
Fichou and colleagues have demonstrated that 13-(trimethylsilyl)-1tridecene-6,12-diyne and related long-chain aliphatic tailed
trimethylsilylethynyl derivatives form well-ordered self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) on Au(111) substrates. Whereas SAMs of nalkanethiols on Au(111) display numerous grain boundaries arising
from various metastable Au-S structures, the trimethylsilylethynylderived films were shown to be homogeneous over areas of several
hundreds of nm2, indicating a commensurability between the silylderived SAM and the underlying gold atoms comprising the
surface.16, 17 Furthermore, the observation of pit-etching suggests a
strong Au-Si interaction in these SAM structures, rather than simple
physisorption.16, 18 These observations led to a proposal concerning
the nature of the molecule-gold interaction in which electrondonation from the gold surface atoms to the silicon centre results in
formation of a local surface complex featuring a five-coordinate,
trigonal bipyramidal silicon; this process would be facilitated by the
compact and electron-withdrawing alkynyl moiety.16-18 However,
more recent studies have alluded to the critical role that dispersion
forces play in the stability of these well-ordered monolayers,19
making extrapolation from the molecular environments and surface
contacts in well-ordered self-assembled films to single-molecule
junctions difficult.
The potential for the trimethylsilylethynyl moiety to serve as a
contact group in single molecule electronics was perhaps first
recognized by Aso et al.20 in a synthetic study, and by Millar et al.21
with initial STM break junction investigations demonstrating the
formation of junctions with a TMSE terminated molecular wire, 1,4bis(trimethylsilylethynyl)benzene, and Au contacts. The use of
TMSE as a contacting group was later further established through
conductance measurements on thin films and in single-molecule
junctions of similar molecules.22, 23 Related concepts using various
silanes24 and the use of trimethylsilyl as a protecting group during
the in situ fabrication of Au-C contacts25, 26 are also deserving of
note. Silacycles have also been demonstrated as contacting groups
27
in single molecule junctions with Au contacts. However, one
important feature of the molecular junctions Au|Me3SiC≡C-…--…C≡CSiMe3|Au is the observation of a single, well resolved peak in
the conductance histograms, which is in contrast to the multiple
signatures or very broad histograms more commonly observed with

23

conventional contacting groups. Theoretical studies of molecules
with the trimethylsilylethynyl moiety contacted to gold electrodes
28
have been also carried out. Using a semi-phenomenological model
29
based on kinetic theory of charge transmission the authors found
a rather good agreement between theory and experiment with just
three adjustable parameters (the transmission gap ∆E+j and the
(L)
(R)
width parameters Γj and Γj ), and a limited interaction between
the molecular orbitals and the substrate.
We now report single molecule conductance studies of a small
series of amine- and trimethylsilylethynyl-contacted 1,4bis(phenylethynyl)benzene molecules (Chart 1) which allow us to
draw an unambiguous correlation between the contacting groups
and the number of observed conductance peaks, supported by DFT
calculations and first-principles transport simulations to better
understand the nature and electrical properties of the C≡CSiMe3|Au contact.

Chart 1. Compounds featured in this work.

Experimental and theoretical methods
Synthetic work. The compounds 1,30 2,31 332 and 520 were prepared
by the literature procedures or minor variations; the synthesis of 4
and 6 are given in the Supporting Information (SI).
Conductance measurements. Molecular adsorption was achieved
by immersion of the gold-on-glass substrate in 0.5 mM THF
solutions of the candidate molecule for about 40 s. The relatively
short immersion times and low concentrations are aimed at
promoting low coverage on the gold slide which in turn favours
single molecule events. After adsorption, the sample was washed in
ethanol and then dried in a stream of nitrogen. Both the in situ
STM-BJ and the I(s) methods have been used to determine
molecular conductance profiles of the target molecules (see SI for
details). For a given set-point current and bias voltage, typically
5,000–6,000 events were observed. In this study all I(s) and in situ
STM-BJ measurements were conducted in air. Traces with current
plateaus below 1G0 in the current-versus-distance STM tip
retraction events are synonymous with molecular junction
12, 13
formation,
and these were selected from the majority of events
in which no clear junctions evolve. This data selection avoids the
ambiguity of including curves in which molecular junction formation
does not occur. The selection is achieved by using the rational
criterion of selecting traces with a current plateau which exceeds
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12

situ STM break junction (STM-BJ) technique. In contrast, the lower
conductance contact groups are more readily apparent in
measurements carried out with the I(s) method, which does not
entail direct substrate-tip contact prior to formation of the
13
molecular junction. In addition, in measurements based on the
use of a scanning probe microscope tip as one of the electrodes,
such as the I(s) or the in situ STM-BJ methods, it is possible for the
junction to be formed through contact of the tip with parts of the
14,
molecule other than the designated terminal contacting moiety,
15
which opens new conductance paths and therefore further
increases the range of conductance signatures offered by a single
molecule. These issues of multiple and variable binding sites give
justification for identifying surface anchoring groups which offer a
simplified behaviour.
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0.1 nm in length. The traces selected using this criterion were then
analyzed statistically in the form of histogram plots to determine
the single molecule conductance. This need for data selection arises
from the relatively low probability of forming molecular junctions
33
(“hit rate” or junction formation probability ) with the TMSE
contacts when compared with other more conventional anchoring
groups deployed in single molecule electronics (see SI for more
details). This low probability of forming junctions with TMSE
contacts (here, ca. 450 traces with plateaus per 5000 – 6000 curves)
21
is consistent with the earlier observations of Millar et al. for
Me3SiC≡C-C6H4-C≡CSiMe3 in STM break junction experiments,
which showed considerably fewer counts than analogues with
other termini such as C≡CAu{P(OMe)3}.
Raman spectroscopy. Raman and surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) spectra were collected using a Confocal Raman
Imaging from Witec, model Alpha300M+ with an excitation
wavelength of 633 nm. The power on the sample was ~ 0.5 mW.
Silver islands (thickness 9.1 nm) were prepared in an Edwards
model 306 vacuum coater from a resistively heated tungsten boat.
The substrates were Zuzi glass microscope slides cleaned in piranha
solution for 30 min (3:1 97% H2SO4 : 30% H2O2), rinsed with
deionized water, and dried in a stream of N2. Care: piranha
solutions are exceptionally corrosive and highly oxidizing. Contact
between piranha solutions and organic materials is considered
extremely hazardous and must be avoided. During silver deposition,
the background pressure was maintained at 5 ·10-7 Torr, and the
deposition rate (0.02 nm3 s-1) was monitored on an Electron Beam
Evaporator Auto 500 from BOC Edwards. After metal deposition,
the modified substrates were annealed at 200 °C for 60 minutes.
Samples were prepared by immersing the resulting silver-mirrored
substrate in a 1 mM solution of 6 in hexane for 24 h.

steps or rougher areas of the gold substrate surface, model
junctions in which a gold pyramid is incorporated into the bottom
electrode were also explored (c.f. Figure 1, Conf. 2 and Conf. 4). The
molecules can bind to the pyramid either on top of it (Conf. 1 and
Conf. 2) or sideways (Conf. 3 and Conf. 4). We excluded
configurations where the molecule is initially on top of the pyramid
on both sides because such arrangements are rather unstable (the
molecule tends to move towards one of the surfaces) and do not
give meaningful conductance values. These junction configurations
lead to different chemical bonding arrangements for each of the
three compounds through the two different contact groups (-NH2
and / or -C≡CSiMe3).
From these starting configurations, the positions of gold atoms
within the gold pyramids and in the vicinity of the molecule, as well
as the atoms in the molecule were allowed to move freely at each
MD step. However, the positions of the gold atoms within the flat
surfaces were fixed. Conductance histograms were built from the
resulting evolved molecular junctions by calculating the
conductance after every 10 MD steps. By computing over a
relatively large number of MD generated configurations and
generating theoretical conductance histograms junction-to-junction
variations can be included in the computational result for better
comparison to experiment.

Theoretical methods. Density functional theory (DFT) based
calculations,34 as implemented in the SIESTA code,35 and quantum
transport theory, as implemented in the SMEAGOL36 and GOLLUM37
codes were performed to elucidate the junction geometries,
together with their electronic and transport properties. Further
details are given in the SI.
DFT computations of molecular conductance usually involve
generation of transmission curves for a single relaxed molecular
junction configuration. However, the numerical values of the
computed conductance can have a strong dependence on fine
details of the junction geometry, such as the nitrogen-gold or
silicon-gold distances for example, which vary as the molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations proceed. A different approach was
therefore pursued here. To simulate the range of different
molecular configurations that comprise the range of junctions
formed in the experimental measurements, four different initial
junction configurations were explored using ab-initio molecular
dynamics at room temperature for each of the compounds 1-3
(Chart 1, Figure 1).
In each case, a pyramid-shaped array of gold atoms and gold slab
was employed as the top part of the junction, as a representative
model of the STM tip. A flat Au(111) surface was used in the
simulations to represent the bottom (substrate) electrode (c.f.
Figure 1, Conf. 1 and Conf. 3). To account for molecules bonding at

Figure 1. The four configurations (Conf. X, X=1, 2, 3 and 4) used to
start the ab-initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of each
junction for compounds 1, 2 and 3 (left, middle and right columns,
respectively).
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Single-molecule conductance.
The oligo(phenylene)ethynylene (OPE) structure has been identified
as an efficient “wire-like” molecular backbone and derivatives of
various lengths featuring a wide variety of surface contacting
4, 38-43
The short chain oligomers
groups have been studied in detail.
1, 2 and 3 (Chart 1) featuring different combinations of amine (NH2) and trimethylsilylethynyl (TMSE), -C≡CSiMe3, contacting
groups were prepared and studied in single molecule junctions by
using both the in situ STM-BJ technique and I(s) method. As noted
above, the rough or fractal nature of the cleaved gold contacts that
comprise these STM-BJ junctions generally leads to the observation
of higher conductance values (H and M groups), arising from the
greater probability of binding molecules at under-coordinated sites
on the electrode surfaces. In contrast, the I(s) method, which avoids
a direct-metal-metal contact prior to the formation of the
molecular junction, gives a greater proportion of L-group junctions.
On this basis, the STM-BJ method was used to observe the higher
conductance configurations (H and M groups) potentially offered by
compounds 1–3, while the I(s) method was used to evaluate the
lowest conductance junctions (L group). The single molecule
conductance histograms for compounds 1-3 are summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1. Single molecule conductance data for 1, 2 and 3.
-5

a

L-Group

Conductance / 10 G0
b
b
M-Group
H-Group
11.2 ± 1.5
41.4 ± 8

1

2.4 ± 0.7

2

2.4 ± 0.3

6.1 ± 1.0

No Peak

3

2.35 ± 0.4

No Peak

No Peak

b

I(s) method STM-BJ method

The conductance profile of the bis(amine) substituted compound 1
shows two conductance values when the STM-BJ method was used,
Figure 2a (left). The conductance peak labelled as M (see also Table
38
1) is similar to the conductance value reported by Lu et al. for the
-5
same compound (101.0±7.0 MΩ; ca. 12.8x10 G0). Although the
conductance peak labelled as H in Figure 2a (left) has not been
previously reported for 1, the observation of two conductance
features in the histogram is consistent with the two conductance
peaks reported for α,ω-diaminoalkanes from similar STM-BJ
2
experiments. Lower conductance features (as the L-type) are
difficult to observe with the in-situ STM-BJ method. However, a
detailed analysis closer to the noise level of the current amplifier in
the STM-BJ scans of conductance-distance traces showed an L
-5
conductance peak at ca. 2.5x10 G0 for 1 (Figure S2a in the SI). To
verify this observation, complementary measurements using the I(s)
technique were also carried out. These measurements more clearly
revealed the lowest conductance feature (L, Figure 2a, right). This Ltype conductance feature compares with the lowest conductance
peak obtained for a closely-related thiol-contacted OPE-based
-5
4, 39, 44
molecule (2.0x10 G0).

For compound 2, which features both amine and
trimethylsilylethynyl (TMSE) anchoring groups, a conductance peak
was clearly observed (labelled as M in Figure 2b, left) by the STM-BJ
technique. Meanwhile a distinct lower value conductance peak (L)
was obtained by both close analysis of the STM-BJ data (Figure S2b)
and more clearly by the I(s) method (Figure 2b, right). Comparison
of these conductance data from 1 and 2 reveals three noteworthy
points: i) the similarity in the conductance value of the L group
obtained for 1 and 2; ii) the decrease in conductance of the M
group in 2 compared to that in 1 and iii) the absence of the H group
for 2.
In the case of 3, bearing two TMSE contacts, current plateaus were
difficult to observe in the STM-BJ data (Figure 2c, left panel),
-5
although plateaus corresponding to a conductance of ca. 2.4x10
G0 could be extracted from careful analysis of data near the limits of
the amplifier (see Figure S2c in SI). Nevertheless, this peak is in
good agreement with the value obtained from the better-resolved
data given by I(s) method (labelled as L in Figure 2c, right panel). No
data in the I(s) scans corresponding to another set of pronounced
conductance plateaus (longer than 0.1 nm) could be detected
below this marked L group. The similar conductance of the L groups
for 1, 2 and 3 (Table 1) indicates that the configurations of the
TMSE contact that give rise to the conductance peak with this group
give electronic transmissions at the Au contact broadly similar to
those of the low conductance-type amine (-NH2) contact, and
reinforces the potential for TMSE to serve as an anchoring group in
22, 23
metal|molecule|metal junctions.
The lower conductance of the
M group in 2 when compared with 1 and the absence of the H
group in 2 and 3 is consistent with the concept that the steric bulk
of the SiMe3 moiety prevents the formation of high conductance
features from binding at surface defect sites, which are apparent
1, 2
5
for anchoring groups such as –NH2, thiol or pyridyl.
While it is conceivable that a diarylalkyne unit, such as those
common to compounds 1-6 in this work, could interact with gold
45
atom(s) via ‘side-on’ binding of the alkyne π-system , we can rule
this out as a route to junction formation in this series because
compound 5 did not give any evidence of junction formation in I(s)
experiments.
The formation of highly transmissive Au–C contacts from addition
of a nucleophile, such as tetrabutylammonium fluoride (TBAF), to
25, 26
TMS-terminated oligo(phenylene)ethynylenes
to cleave in situ
the trimethylsilyl (TMS) group or from addition of Me3Sn–alkyl
46, 47
bonds to gold surfaces
as well as, more recently, the
48
spontaneous formation of Au–C contacts with terminal alkynes,
might suggest that for 2 and 3 the TMS group attached to the
alkynyl could be also cleaved in situ and, therefore, to form Au-C
contacts. To explore this possibility, a study of the stability of the
terminal TMS moiety in the presence of Au was carried out by
attempting to synthesize TMSE-capped gold nanoparticles (AuNPs),
details
of
which
are
given
in
the
SI.
When
trimethylsilylethynylbenzene (Me3SiC≡CC6H5) was investigated as a
AuNP capping ligand, it did not perform well as an AuNP phasetransfer reagent, either in hexane or in benzene. In contrast, when
phenylacetylene (HC≡CC6H5) was used as capping ligand, a
complete phase transfer in both solvents was observed. These
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results are strongly suggestive of the retention of the SiMe3 in the
presence of Au.

current traces with the plateaus associated with the formation of
molecular bridges (plateaus longer than 0.1 nm).
Finally, to demonstrate the retention of the TMS group, Raman and
SERS studies of TMSE have also been carried out. Figure 3 shows
the Raman spectra of the model compound 6, which bears only a
single TMSE contacting group, in the solid state as a powder as well
as the SERS spectrum of a pristine self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
of 6 deposited on silver mirrors. Both spectra show three major
vibrational bands at 2210 (ν(C≡C)), 1597 (ν(C=C)aryl)), and 1131 (ν(CH)aryl) cm-1 that indicate that 6 remains intact after being assembled
on the silver substrate. Nevertheless and the most important point,
the presence of the TMS vibration band at 1452 cm-1 in the SAM of
6 (shifted by 48 cm-1 with respect to the powder, Figure 3), and the
absence of any new band at ~400 cm-1 characteristic of a metal-C
stretching mode (with metal being Au, Ag, or Pd)49 confirms the
retention of the SiMe3 group and the lack of any formation of
metal-C σ-bonds by the cleavage of the TMS group.25, 26, 49

Figure 2. Conductance histograms built from summation of
conductance traces (ca. 450) that showed discernible plateaus (with
a current plateau which exceeds 0.1 nm in length) such as those
displayed in the inset of the figures using either the STM-BJ
technique (left side) or the I(s) method (right side). (a) compound 1,
(b) compound 2 and (c) compound 3. Conductance data are
2
referenced to the conductance quantum G0 = 2e /h = 77.5 μS. Utip =
0.6 V.
To further probe the surface binding properties of the -C≡CSiMe3
group, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) experiments were carried
−10
−2
out. A high surface coverage of 7.32x10 mol·cm was obtained
for 3 (see SI for more details). In sharp contrast, when the C≡CSiMe3 groups were replaced by triisopropylsilylethynyl (i
C≡CSiPr 3) groups (4, Chart 1) or by a 1,1-dimethyl-but-3-yne (tertbutylethynyl, -C≡CCMe3) fragment (5, Chart 1) no frequency change
(Δf) for a QCM quartz resonator before and after incubation in a
solution of these compounds was observed. Thus, while the TMSE
16, 17
group binds to the gold surface,
when the methyl groups in
TMSE are replaced by bulkier isopropyl groups or the silicon atom
by carbon, the molecule-surface interaction is dramatically
diminished. Furthermore, single-molecule conductance studies of 4
and 5 using both the STM-BJ and the I(s) methods failed to reveal

Figure 3. Raman spectra of 6 in the solid state and as a selfassembled monolayer on a silver mirror.
Together, all these observations underline the essential role of the
Si atom and the balance of steric effects near the contact for
fabricating transmissive metal-molecule-metal junctions. An
analysis of the average lengths of the current plateaus also supports
the selective binding of the TMSE moiety to specific sites on the
electrodes; see SI.
To further explore the contact geometry of the TMSE moiety and
the gold electrodes, and to better understand the electrical
characteristics of these junctions, attention was turned to DFT
computations and modeling studies.
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Room-temperature Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of the
variety of junction configurations shown in Figure 1 were carried
out. The anchoring groups at the top of the figures were initially
placed contacting either the base or the apex of the gold pyramid
simulating the tip. The TMSE groups were allowed to slide down to
the base of a pyramid to which they bind during the MD runs.
Anchor groups at the gold substrate contacted either at a flat
terrace region, or close to a pyramid base, and were then allowed
to evolve during the MD runs.
The room-temperature MD simulations indicate that compound 1
binds most often to a top, a hollow or a bridge gold site on the
terrace regions of the substrate electrode via the -NH2 group. In a
small number of cases the junction conformation evolved to
situations where the molecule binds to the substrate pyramid via a
π-type interaction with the associated phenyl ring, or through both
5, 15, 50, 51
the -NH2 and the phenyl ring at the same time.
Similar
amine binding motifs are found for the top electrode contact for
compound 1. Similar junction behaviour was also observed for the
top -NH2 electrode of compound 2.
The TMSE groups in 2 and 3 bind to the gold atoms at the substrate
(bottom) electrode in different ways. At a terrace, the TMSE group
binds weakly via the methyl groups to the surface. There is no
significant re-arrangement of the local silicon geometry with C-Si-C
bond angles ranging from 89–115°, and Si-C≡C bond lengths of
1.22–1.26 Å (C≡C) and 1.71–1.95 Å (Si-C). The tetrahedral geometry
at silicon and positioning of the methyl groups in contact with the
surface results in the silicon atom being displaced more than 3.5 Å
from the surface, and thereby interacting only weakly with the Au
surface atoms.
To assess the stability of the junctions, as well as to obtain a first
insight into the nature of the interaction between the gold surface
and the TMSE group, the binding energies for surface configurations
where the TMSE group of compound 3 molecules lie in the hollow,
top and bridge positions of a flat gold surface have been computed.
Interestingly, binding energies around and above 0.5 eV are found,
and simple estimates based on the Arrhenius law suggest long
stability times. These binding energies are compiled in Table 2,
where the hollow site is shown to be about 150 meV more stable
than the top or bridge configurations. In simulations where the
surface features a pyramid (Figure 1, Conf 2 and Conf 4) the binding
energies are further increased by about 150 meV, suggesting that
compound 3 will preferably place itself at irregularities of the
52
surface such as steps rather than in the middle of the terraces.
The suggested reduced phase space for molecule positioning is
consistent with the lower hit rates found in our experiments.
These findings are in excellent agreement with the data obtained by
Fichou et al. from SAMs of TMSE functionalised unsaturated
28, 29
hydrocarbons on flat gold substrates.
The Fichou group report
SAMs exhibit excellent registry with the underlying gold surface,
consistent with the positioning of the TMSE group at the hollow
sites. The higher binding energy calculated here is consistent with
the stability of the films and the significant binding energy is
consistent with the evidence of pit-etching. However, in contrast to

the initial proposals of a local five-coordinate silicon complex, the
calculations here indicate a subtler molecule-substrate interaction.
Table 2. Binding energies of a single -C≡CSiMe3 group of compound
3 for different positions and configurations. The surface+pyramid
configuration corresponds to cases that model the L-conductance
group. The group is considered as either binding to a “terrace
surface” at either hollow, top or bridge sites, or at a mixed “surface
+ pyramid” contact (e.g. as illustrated in Figure 1, right column,
Conf. 1, top contact).
Configuration

Hollow

Top

Bridge

Terrace surface
Surface + pyramid

0.59 eV
0.74 eV

0.40 eV
0.61 eV

0.45 eV
0.53 eV

To understand better the nature of the molecule-surface
interaction, the charge redistribution upon binding has been
estimated using a Mulliken population analysis. Whilst the silicon
atom retains its four coordinate tetrahedral configuration, there is a
charge transfer from the substrate to the molecule, which varies
during the MD steps between 0.4–0.8 electrons. Most of the
transferred charge is placed at the methyl groups and is distributed
equally among them. In contrast, the central silicon atoms only gain
~0.1 electrons each. This charge transfer to the molecule and its
associated image charge at the surface are likely responsible for the
shifts in Si 2p and Au 4f7/2 core levels observed by Fichou’s team in
16-18
SR-PES experiments with TMSE based SAMs on gold.
A significant junction conductance (see below) with compound 3 is
only achieved if the molecule binds to a pyramid as depicted in Conf
2 of Figure 1. A closer inspection of the junction geometry reveals
that the methyl groups of the TMSE fragment must be oriented as
shown in Figure 4a in order to give rise to junctions with
appreciable conductance signatures. Here, the -C≡CSiMe3 group
interacts with gold atoms in the flat surface at the base of the
pyramid and with gold atoms in the pyramid. In this configuration
the silicon atom is placed as close as possible to the pyramid and
minimizes the Si…Au separation. Importantly, the estimated charge
transfer from the surface towards the molecule is largest in this
junction geometry, rising to as much as 0.8–0.9 electrons. This
configuration corresponds to the maximum binding energy shown
in Table 2; hence in this configuration charge transfer, binding
energy and conductance are maximized. Furthermore, this
enhanced charge transfer increases the ionic character of the
molecule-surface interaction. Further examination of the junction
geometries indicates that the bulky nature of the SiMe3 group
prevents the interaction of the phenyl ring π-system with gold
atoms at the pyramid and close interactions of the phenyl rings in
the molecular backbone and the gold atoms of the defect site
models are not found in the MD simulations.
Another arrangement found in many MD steps is depicted in Figure
4b. Here, in contrast to the more conductive geometry shown in
Figure 4a, the methyl groups prevent a closer approach of the
silicon atoms to the pyramid. As a result, charge transfer towards
the molecule is reduced to 0.5 electrons with concomitant
decreases in the binding energy and the conductance. Indeed, these
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configurations do not produce a conductance peak in the
theoretically-generated histograms (see below).

Table 3. Relative contribution of each of the four configurations
shown in Figure 1 to the conductance peaks shown in Figure 5.
L-Group

M-Group

H-Group

Conf. 1 (~60%)

Conf. 1 (~20%)
Conf. 2 (~20%)
Conf. 3 (~30%)
Conf. 4 (~30%)
Conf. 1 (~55%)
Conf. 2 (~42%)

Conf. 1 (~33%)
Conf. 2 (~42%)
Conf. 3 (~8%)
Conf. 4 (~17%)

1
Conf. 3 (~40%)

2
Figure 4. A top view of the relative -C≡CSiMe3 group-pyramid
arrangements. Blue, green, magenta and yellow atoms represent
hydrogen, carbon, silicon and gold atoms, respectively. Only the
gold atoms of the pyramid are shown but not the underlying gold
terrace.
In summary, in contrast to the multiple strongly binding junction
geometries identified for NH2 contacts, the bonding between the
TMSE group and flat terrace surfaces and single atom defects is
relatively weak, and largely van der Waals in nature. On the other
hand, the TMSE group can bind more strongly to the pyramiddecorated model surface, with a significant degree of charge
transfer (~0.8-0.9 electrons gained per molecule) leading to the
stronger interactions, and a stabilization of the junction through the
resulting image charge. Thus, when the TMSE group is directed in
such a way to allow the closest approach of the Si atom to the Au
pyramid, a significant binding energy is achieved and junction
conductance corresponding to the L-conductance group is
obtained. The ionic character and image charge stabilization plays
an important role in the stability and conductance profiles of these
structures. The steric bulk of the methyl groups prevents the close
approach of the silicon atom and gold surface, and the resulting
charge-separated structures hold some analogy with molecular
frustrated Lewis pairs.53
The conductance histograms for molecular junctions of 1, 2 and 3
derived from the MD simulations are shown in Figure 5. An outline
of the procedure is as follows: each MD run commences using one
of the initial junction configurations shown in Figure 1. These
configurations are allowed to evolve during the MD simulation,
which run typically for 300 steps of 1 fs. The conductance is
computed every 10 MD steps. The conductance values for a given
compound are compiled in the histograms shown in Figure 5. Note
that each of the peaks contains contributions from several atomic
arrangements, which are classified according to their gross
similarity to the initial snapshots shown in Figure 1. A breakdown of
these contributions is summarized in Table 3. As an example,
configurations 1 and 3 in Figure 1 contribute 60 % and 40 %
respectively, to the low conductance peak found for compound 1.
The statistics of the simulation data is limited by the computational
cost of the simulations and are not as large as those obtained
experimentally. In spite of the smaller statistical datasets these
histograms feature several peaks which correspond to the
conductance groups in the experimental conductance histograms,
as discussed below.

3

Conf. 1 (~27%)
Conf. 2 (~21%)
Conf. 3 (~44%)
Conf. 4 (~8%)
Conf. 1 (~21%)
Conf. 2 (~70%)
Conf. 3 (~9%)

Conf. 4 (~3%)

The number of conductance peaks featuring in the calculated
histograms agrees with the experimental results for each of the
three compounds: three, two and one conductance peaks for
compounds 1, 2 and 3, respectively (Table 3). The poorer statistics
results in a third conductance peak for 1 in Figure 5a being underdeveloped, although a number of configurations give conductance
values which cluster close to the experimental H group value. It
should also be noted that for the computational data represented
in Figure 5 there is an uncertainty in the choice of bin size which is
most suited for generating the histogram, as discussed further in
the SI. Nevertheless, the theoretical and experimental position of
the conductance peaks agrees quantitatively for 1 (Figure 5a).
The two conductance peaks shown in Figure 5b for compound 2 are
slightly shifted towards smaller values with respect to the
experimental peaks, indicated by the broken vertical lines. This may
be due to a slightly incorrect placement of the Fermi level with
respect to the molecular HOMO and LUMO energies. For compound
3, only those junctions in which the TMSE group adopts the special
position shown in Figure 4a contribute to the single conductance
peak show in Figure 5c. Any other configuration yields conductance
values below 10-7-10-8 G0. The larger disagreement between the
experimental
value
and
the
computationally-generated
conductance peak for 3 is due to the rather small values produced
from the simulated junction configuration. However, the further
reduced phase space of configurations yielding measurable
conductance values is consistent with the lower hit rates found
experimentally for compound 3.
To verify the robustness of the calculated conductance histograms
and verify the statistics that lead to the appearance of a
conductance peak, junctions of compound 3 with a shorter distance
between the surfaces have also been studied. In such compressed
junction configurations the molecular backbone distorts and
compresses but the molecule remains perpendicular to the surface
and a similar, but better resolved, conductance peak develops at a
similar conductance value in the computational histogram.
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In the case of 1, the enhancement of the conductance from the L to
the M and H groups is due to an increase of the transmission in the
gap, which in turn originates from a slight increase of the width of
the HOMO resonance, while the energy position of the HOMO level
itself remains relatively constant. These width changes come from
changes in the hybridization between the -NH2 group and the
surface gold atoms. Note that, according to the local density of
states (LDOS), the HOMO in all these molecules is spread roughly
through the whole molecule and is affected by the interaction with
the electrodes, in contrast to earlier assumptions.28
In the transmission curve for 3 (Figure 6c), the arrangement shown
in Figure 4a corresponds to the L group observed in the
experimental measurements. Although this is labeled a ‘low’
contact configuration in the analysis of experimental results, the
conductance of this junction is higher than other cases observed in
the MD simulations of this compound. The higher relative
conductance for this arrangement versus other junction geometries
comes from a competition between two factors. The first is that the
resonance width increases from 5 meV to 8 meV, which enhances
the conductance of the junction and can be traced back to a larger
molecular orbital-electrode hybridization. In contrast, the second is
a shift of the HOMO transmission resonance to lower (more
negative) energies, which serves to decrease the junction
conductance. On balance, the shift in the HOMO resonance cannot
compensate for the increased molecule-surface interactions, and as
a result the conductance increases.

Figure
5.
Conductance histograms of (a) compound 1 (b) compound 2 and (c)
compound 3. Vertical dashed lines correspond to the experimental
values of the conductance groups (e.g. three conductance groups
for 1, two conductance groups for 2 and one conductance group for
3).

In order to gain further understanding on the mechanisms that give
rise to each conductance group, the transmission coefficient T(E) as
a function of energy E corresponding to a representative data point
in each group (L, M, H) was examined (Figure 6). The low-voltage
conductance of the junction is estimated as T(EF), where EF is the
Fermi energy. The Fermi level appears roughly in the middle of the
molecular HOMO-LUMO gap in all cases, which means that the
junctions fall in the tunneling regime. Notice there is an uncertainty
in the exact position of the Fermi level, as DFT does not give this
position accurately, which can explain the smaller values of the
transmission of compound 3 compared to the other two
compounds. In these transmission curves, peaks at negative
energies to the left of the gap correspond to HOMO resonances,

Figure 6. Transmission as a function of energy for a junction
comprising (a) compound 1, (b) compound 2 and (c) compound 3 on
a gold surface with pyramids.
Transmission curves for junctions formed from compounds 4 (with
i
triisopropylsilylethynyl, -C≡CSiPr 3, anchor groups) and 5 (with tertbutylethynyl, -C≡CCMe3, anchor groups) were also calculated.
Figure 7 compares the transmission of triisopropylsilylethynyl
contacted 4 and trimethylsilylethynyl contacted 3 on a flat surface
and demonstrates the conductance is much smaller for 4. This
further confirms that the use of the very bulky isopropyl groups
leads to very low or no observable conductance. Various
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configurations for compound 5 starting from seeds similar to those
that gave the L group for 3 were also explored. Although the
transmission curves from 5 resembled those of 3, the conductance
at the Fermi level was 2-3 times smaller. This low conductance and
lack of surface binding apparent from the QCM studies indicates
that the tert-butylethynyl group is unlikely to produce junctions
with a significant conductance in agreement with the experimental
observation.

Figure 7. Transmission as a function of energy for a junction
comprising 3 and 4 (solid black and magenta dashed solid lines,
respectively) on a flat gold surface (without pyramids), calculated at
the equilibrium distances (3.8 Å and 5.0 Å from the Si atom to the
surface for 3 and 4, respectively).

Conclusions
We have shown here that the trimethylsilylethynyl moiety, C≡CSiMe3, provides a means to control the range of conductive
molecule-metal contacts within molecular junctions. Thus, whilst
the TMSE molecules can form weak van der Waals-type contacts
with some ionic character on terraces at top, bridge and hollow
sites, the conductance of these configurations is lower than the
detection limits of the experiments. Rather, in stark contrast to the
initial models derived from extrapolation of binding in well-ordered
self-assembled films, contacts at defect sites within a very narrow
range of molecular orientations are necessary to allow an increase
of the binding energy between the TMSE group and the gold atoms.
This enhanced interaction serves to stabilize the binding of the
molecule to the surface through overlaps and an image charge or
electrostatic model. The net effect on the molecular conductance
comes from the hybridization between the molecular levels and the
gold atoms, which increases the width of the resonances (from 5
meV to 8 meV) and overall enhances the transmission at the Fermi
level.
The very specific molecular orientation necessary for achieving
significant molecular conductance results in a single lowconductance peak for the TMSE-terminated compound 3, which
contrasts to the multiple conductance features of the amineterminated compound 1. This special binding geometry also results
in low probabilities for junction formation in in-situ STM BJ
experiments as well as I(s) measurements, which makes it
necessary to apply data selection when constructing conductance
histograms with this contacting group. Nevertheless, the single
conductance feature observed with -C≡CSiMe3 termini is similar to

conductance values from the L-type contacts on gold substrates
with amine (-NH2) anchor groups. In summary, the -C≡CSiMe3 group
is a promising contact for use in fundamental studies of molecular
junctions in cases where a single, well-defined conductance
histogram is required, although the resulting molecular
conductance is likely to be low.
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52. The computed binding energies for the NH2 group were
similar and the relative stability order on the surface was the
same (the hollow configuration was the most stable).
Interestingly, the binding energies in the presence of the
pyramid were comparable to those on the surface, excluding
some configurations that gave rise to various conductance
peaks, which were 0.1 – 0.2 eV higher. This indicates a lower
tendency for this group to bind to defects on the surface.
The binding energy was found however to be larger at
53
undercoordinated gold atoms on the pyramids . Some of
such configurations were also calculated and contributed to
the conductance groups (see Figure 1 and Table 3).
Differences in values between our binding energies and
those in previous studies54 can be atributed to the basis set
(SZP + diffuse orbitals on the electrodes) and the exchange
and correlation potential (LDA).
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